Question asked of MARS: When you recently discovered “New Cydonia” in the ESA image of the Ruell Vallis of Mars, were you certain that you had found all of the faces that are there? Might there be other faces that await discovery?

Andrew D. Basiago, president, Mars Anomaly Research Society (MARS): Yes! Faces abound at the New Cydonia. I published my findings about this site on the 40th anniversary of the lunar landing for a reason: because it contains ancient monuments on Mars of historic significance. I am confident that this site will one day rival Cydonia in terms of its interest to archaeologists and Mars anomaly researchers. In fact, since July, I have found new faces there.
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There are more faces near the monument that I have named The Bearded Pharaoh (below).
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Several Types of Humanoids on Mars

The heads revealed by this process are of several humanoid species. One resembles that of a human being with a large cranium, the other that of a being we humans on Earth would more readily recognize as an extraterrestrial (below).

The CIA and the Martians

This data from New Cydonia confirms what I was briefed about several days after I published my paper *The Discovery of Life on Mars* in 2008, when I was contacted by a senior officer for the Central Intelligence Agency whose identity in the US intelligence community I could verify, who stated that there are one million humanoids living in the underground civilization beneath Mars, and they are of several different species.

Happily, she did not state that the Martians present a threat profile of any kind to our human civilization here on Earth. We can conclude based on these huge ground drawings from the Ruell Vallis that the Martians possess a sense of humor, found not only in the child-like simplicity and spontaneity of their sprawling art work, but in the fact that one of the vast monuments found at New Cydonia (below) looks quite “friendly.”
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Methodology

**Step 1:** In Corel Paint Shop Pro Photo XI, a detail was cut from the ESA image from Mars.

**Step 2:** The Effects option was used to Find All of the Edge Effects based on raster.

**Step 3:** The Adjust option was used to adjust Brightness and Contrast of Curves in the image.

**Step 4:** The Image option was used to darken the photograph to enhance the Edge Effects.